
Men’s Seniors by Tim Breadmore 

The 9th of July was upon us.  It's the date all the senior boys had put in their diaries and labelled 

‘Redemption Day’.  The Ormond boys ran away with the choccies last time we met and made a 

pretty big point of rubbing it in our faces too.  But today was different, we weren’t playing on the 

island of Ormond, we were playing on the vast and fruitful lands of lady Como and boy don’t we love 

playing at Como. 

The first quarter was the perfect start the Ogs needed kicking 5 goals straight to Ormonds 5 straight 

behinds.  Harry ‘I play VFL’ Morrison was just getting used to the pace of Prem C football, the extra 

time he had with the ball allowed him to look back in deep thought.  These thoughts included the 

time he won Ogs the Div 1 flag in the seniors in 2016, how much better Melbourne is than Sydney 

and how he should have invested in bitcoin back in the 2018 trough.  All these thoughts occur whilst 

picking up a clean clearance in the middle and sidestepping a few ogre-ishly slow Ormond 

midfielders.  Tim ‘back up, back up ruckman’ Breadmore continued to kick his annual miracle goal in 

his annual Seniors game he gets every year.  Last year it was a left foot snap against Mazenod and 

this year he roved his own ball in a forward ruck contest and so elegantly caressed the ball through 

those big white things called sticks.  Kudos Timothy, kudos. 

In the second quarter, the Ormond boys decided to pull their finger out and start playing football, 

with some nice fast plays through the middle and some solid kicking from their forwards they 

managed to claw their way back to make the deficit at the main break only 19 points.  Highlights 

from this quarter were seeing late call-up Bailey ‘The bulldog’ Austin putting his head down and 

applying some serious tackle pressure, letting the Ormond boys know he didn’t appreciate the 

hospitality that was shown last time they met in the season and he took it very personally.  Scotty 

‘the king’ Dixon was also finding a lot of the pill after being sidelined for quite a few weeks which 

was lovely to see. 

The third quarter was intense, both teams knew that this quarter was going to be a huge slog.  If the 

Ogs boys could keep a healthy lead coming into the fourth then we knew that our fitness and 

knowledge of the largest ground in the VAFA would mean Ormond would probably run out of legs 

and Ormond knew that if they could close the gap, momentum and adrenaline could keep them 

going through the last.  It was a scrap in the middle and copping a lot of the heat was Jacob Jess and 

John Simson which they do every week but particularly nasty from the lads donning poo brown. 

With the Ormond boys focusing their attention on these two it allowed for Jack Anderson to really 

stretch his legs on the wing, his speed and talent with the ball under his arm were fantastic to see 

and set up the Ogs boys to come into the last quarter with 37 point lead. 

The final quarter started with big man Jack Sheridan saying to all wearing hoops that this is our 

chance to… how do I put this delicately? “Bury these ****s!” and with that in mind, that’s exactly 

what the boys did, the run and fitness of the Ogs starting to shine through and the forwards really 

started to flex their muscles over Ormond.  Christian Hatzis, after putting in contest after contest all 

day, finally got some reward for his hard work booting three in the last.  Jacob Jess running into an 

open goal after advantage was paid by the ump rubbed some salt on the wounds of Ormond.   

When the siren sounded it was not a pretty result for Ormond and firmly reminded them to be 

careful what they say early in the season as it might come back and bite them in the bum in the form 

of a 77 point belting.  The final score was 20.9.129 - 7.10.52. I would like to give a big mention to 

John Simson for booting 5 goals from the guts whilst getting peppered from his opponents off the 



ball all day, it was really gutsy to see him keep level-headed and have his payback be on the 

scoreboard. 

Next week the boys have Ivanhoe at Como, another must-win game. 

 

 

  



Men’s Reserves by Sam “General” Briggs 

With Coach Jezzles away on a weekend couples retreat, the boys were very fortunate to have the 

services of Mickey Nicholls as coach for the day. 

The boys got off to great start thanks to the Townson duo slotting numerous goals, establishing a 

great early lead.  Oliver ‘fresh fades’ Snow was also prevalent up forward taking great lead up marks 

for his expanding Cheer Squad that turn up to watch him specifically play each week.  Just as it 

appeared that the opposition was going to get their first goal, entered an athletic, nimble and agile 

defender who emulated the great Usain Bolt with a great defensive effort goal saving tackle that 

really inspired his teammates for the rest of the game. 

The second quarter saw the boys really pick up the momentum, especially in the midfield through 

the services of Nick “Reserves events coordinator’ Morwood and Nick “Club events coordinator’ 

Baring who provided the forwards with great service, especially Will ‘part-time home renovator, 

part-time geologist’ Macfarlane” who is breathing down the neck of leading goal kicker Wink ‘its my 

Coleman to lose” Simson. 

The boys came out of the half time address inspired after Mickey’s address, with them looking 

dangerous up forward especially Lievin ‘Lethal’ Ndimanyi and Callum “Welshy’ Welsh snagging 

multiple goals.  The boys also got a serious rise after an inspirational four efforts in a row on the half 

back flank from Chris ‘early favourite for clubman of the year’ Gubbins.  The boys continued this 

momentum and went into the 3-quarter time full of confidence. 

The last quarter saw the boys continue to dominate albeit with slightly less accurate goal kicking 

than what they had displayed earlier.  The full time siren sounded and with the boys recording an 

impressive 131 point.   

In what was an even performance across the board, one player that continued to look settled was 

Oliver “Ollie’ Grodski, in what was hopefully a sign of things to come in the future.  All that was left 

to do, was head into the rooms and sing the song loudly with a majority of the boys, disappointingly 

it must be said, still having to look up the words on the wall. 

 


